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Abstract— In this letter, we propose a media-based modula-
tion (MBM)-aided uplink cooperative non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) scheme operating under hardware impairments
and imperfect channel state information (CSI). In this scheme,
the signal of the far user is transmitted with conventional
modulation via the best pattern created from the ON/OFF status
of the radio frequency (RF) mirrors. The near user decodes
the far user’s signal and transmits with the MBM technique by
superposing its information. The bit error rate (BER) expressions
of the proposed system for both users are derived under hardware
impairments and imperfect CSI. Simulation results validate the
derived BER expressions. Moreover, the proposed system is
compared with systems in which the spatial modulation (SM)
aided NOMA, generalized SM aided NOMA, and conventional
NOMA applied at the near user. It has been shown that the
proposed system is more robust to hardware impairments and
imperfect CSI and outperforms these systems.

Index Terms— Media-based modulation (MBM),
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), hardware impairments,
channel estimation errors, cooperative relaying, bit error rate
(BER).

I. INTRODUCTION

NON-ORTHOGONAL multiple access (NOMA) is an
emerging technique for satisfying the requirements of

next-generation wireless communication, which are mainly the
efficient use of frequency bands and high spectral efficiency.
The basic idea of NOMA is to serve multiple users in the
same radio resources by allowing some level of interference.
Typically, the successive interference cancellation (SIC) tech-
nique is used at the receiver. In recent years, NOMA has been
widely discussed in several aspects. In [1], outage probability
and ergodic sum-rate of the NOMA is investigated. The
pairwise error probability (PEP) and the bit error rate (BER)
of NOMA are studied in [2]. Moreover, NOMA is introduced
for cooperative networks, and results show that cooperative
NOMA provides better outage performance than orthogonal
multiple access and conventional NOMA [3].

Index modulation (IM) is another spectral and energy effi-
cient technique that allows the transmission of information
with the main components of the digital communication sys-
tem [4]. Spatial modulation (SM) [5] and space shift keying
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(SSK) [6] are the two most known IM techniques in which
antenna indices are used for information transfer.

Media-based modulation (MBM) is another IM technique
that can provide high spectral efficiency using a single radio
frequency (RF) chain, the same as in SM and SSK [7].
In MBM, the transmit antenna is equipped with RF mir-
rors or electronic switches. Information bits are used to set
the ON/OFF status of RF mirrors, and switching between
the ON/OFF status enables unique mirror activation patterns
(MAPs). While SM and SSK need exponential increase in the
number of the transmit antennas to increase the spectral effi-
ciency, MBM can achieve the same spectral efficiency by lin-
early increasing the number of RF mirrors even using a single
transmit antenna. A combination of NOMA and IM schemes
are also considered in the literature. In particular, SM-aided
NOMA is proposed and investigated for the vehicle-to-vehicle
system in [8]. NOMA is combined with generalized SSK
that superposition signal is transmitted using multiple active
transmit antennas in [9]. A cooperative relaying system using
SM-aided NOMA is introduced in [10]. Precoded SM and
NOMA are integrated to exploit their benefits for supporting
high-rate downlink communication in [11]. A NOMA-based
relaying system, where MBM is applied at the source to
improve error performance at the relay, is proposed in [12].

The studies mentioned above assume ideal hardware and
perfect channel state information (CSI). In practical scenarios,
however, the hardware suffers from phase noise and I/Q
imbalance [13], and CSI can be imperfect due to the channel
estimation errors. The impact of hardware impairments at
the transmitter and receiver sides on SSK is investigated in
[14]. The effects of the channel estimation errors on the
performance of SM are discussed in [15]. Moreover, the joint
impact of hardware and channel imperfections on SM systems
is presented in [16].

In this letter, we propose an MBM-aided uplink cooperative
NOMA scheme considering two users. In this scheme, both
users are equipped with a single antenna and multiple RF
mirrors. MAP selection is applied at the far user, and the
signal is transmitted by using conventional modulation. The
near user acts as the cooperative node and detects the far user’s
signal. The superposition signal, which is the combination of
the far user’s decoded signal and a part of the near user’s
information, is transmitted via the MBM technique. The BER
expressions of the users are derived under nonideal hardware
and imperfect CSI. Simulation results validate the theoretical
analysis. Moreover, the proposed system is compared with
the systems that conventional, SM-aided, and GSM-aided
NOMA are applied at the near user. Our results show that the
proposed system outperforms these systems in terms of BER
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Fig. 1. System model of the MBM-aided uplink cooperative NOMA.

performance and is more robust to hardware impairments and
imperfect CSI.1

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model of the proposed MBM-aided uplink
cooperative NOMA scheme is given in Fig. 1. In this scheme,
far (F) and near (N) users are equipped with a single transmit
antenna with MF

rf and MN
rf RF mirrors, respectively. There-

fore, NF
rf = 2MF

rf and NN
rf = 2MN

rf MAPs are possible for
F and N, respectively. In transmission, only a single MAP
can be activated, and the PSK signal is transmitted via the
activated MAP. N and the base station (B) are equipped with
single and Nr receive antennas, respectively. We assume that
the direct link between F and B are not available. N can
directly communicate with B, and F communicates with B via
N. All nodes are operated in half-duplex mode, so the overall
transmission consists of two phases.

We assume flat fading channels. The channel coefficients
vector from F to N is denoted as h ∈ C

NF
rf×1, and hi

defines the complex channel coefficient corresponding to
the ith MAP (i = 1, 2, · · · , NF

rf ). The channel coefficients

matrix from N to B is denoted as G ∈ C
NN

rf×Nr , and
gk,r defines the complex channel coefficient corresponding to
the kth MAP and rth receive antenna (k = 1, 2, · · · , NN

rf ,
r = 1, 2, · · · , Nr). The elements of h and G are considered
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables and follow CN (0, σ2

h) and CN (0, σ2
g), respectively.

This means that the envelope of the channel coefficients follow
Rayleigh distribution. The channels are estimated with the
least squares (LS) method as ĥi and ĝk,r instead of hi and
gk,r , respectively. The channel estimation errors are modeled
as eh = ĥi −hi and eg = ĝk,r − gk,r, which are distributed as
CN (0, σ2

e,h) and CN (0, σ2
e,g), respectively [15]. Consequently,

the erroneously estimated channel coefficients ĥi and ĝk,r

follow CN (0, σ2
h + σ2

e,h) and CN (0, σ2
g + σ2

e,g), respectively.
Since the performance of the MBM technique may not

be satisfactory for a small number of receive antennas [17]
and N has a single receive antenna, we propose the MAP
selection technique, which has the same principle as the
transmit antenna selection [18], [19]. The MAP selection is

1Notation: Bold capital and bold lowercase letters denote matrices and
vectors, respectively. | · | and

�·
·
�

denote the absolute value and the binomial
coefficient, respectively. P (·) stands for the probability of an event. E[X],
fX(x), and MX(s) denote the mean, probability density function (PDF),
and moment generating function (MGF) of a random variable X. CN (μ, σ2)
denotes complex normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ2 . Γ(α, β)
denotes gamma distribution with shape parameter α and scale parameter β.
Q(·) denotes the Gaussian-Q function.

applied at F, and the selected MAP index at F is determined
by

i� = argmax
i

|ĥi|, i = 1, · · · , NF
rf . (1)

The MF-PSK signal of F is transmitted via the selected MAP.
Thus, SF = log2 MF bits can be transmitted from F during a
transmission interval. In the first phase, the received signal at
N is expressed as

yFN =
√

PFhi�(xl + ηF
t ) + ηN

r + nN (2)

where PF is the transmitter power at F, xl is the corre-
sponding MF-PSK signal, and nN is the additive noise at
N and follows CN (0, N0) where N0 is one-sided power
spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The parameters ηF

t and ηN
r are independent distortion noises

from impairments in the transmitter of F and receiver of N,
respectively. They are modeled as ηF

t ∼ CN (0, κ2
t,FPF) and

ηN
r ∼ CN (0, κ2

r,NPF|hi� |2), respectively, where κt,F and κr,N

are the distortion level of the impairments in the transmitter
of F and receiver of N, respectively. The overall impact of the
impairments in both F and N can be characterized by [13]

κFN =
√

κ2
t,F + κ2

r,N. (3)

By using (3), we can rewrite (2) as

yFN =
√

PFhi�xl + χN (4)

where χN =
√

PFhi�ηF
t + ηN

r + nN and follows
CN (0, κ2

FNPF|hi� |2 + N0).
The signal transmitted from F is detected at N as

x̂l = argmin
l

|yFN −
√

PFĥi�xl|2 (5)

by using the maximum-likelihood (ML) detector.
In the second phase, MBM-aided NOMA is applied at N.

The bits of N split into two parts: the first MN
rf bits are

used for the control of the ON/OFF status of RF mirrors
and mapped into the kth MAP, and the remaining bits are
mapped to MN-PSK signal xq . Thus, SN = MN

rf + log2 MN

bits can be transmitted for N during a transmission interval.
In transmission, the kth MAP is activated to transmit the
superposition signal of F and N based on NOMA. The received
signal at the rth receive antenna of B is expressed as

yNB
r =

√
PNgk,r(slq + ηN

t ) + ηB
r + nB

r (6)

where PN is the transmitter power at N, and nB
r is the additive

noise at B and follows CN (0, N0). slq is the superposition
signal, which is expressed as slq =

√
αFx̂l +

√
αNxq , where

αF and αN are the power allocation coefficient for F and N,
respectively, with αF +αN = 1. The parameters ηN

t and ηB
r are

independent distortion noises from impairments in the trans-
mitter of N and receiver of B, respectively. They are modeled
as ηN

t ∼ CN (0, κ2
t,NPN) and ηB

r ∼ CN (0, κ2
r,BPN|gk,r|2),

respectively, where κt,N and κr,B are the distortion level
of the impairments in the transmitter of N and receiver of
B, respectively. As in (3), the aggregation level of hardware
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impairments at both N and B can be characterized by κNB =√
κ2

t,N + κ2
r,B, and (6) can be simplified as

yNB
r =

√
PNgk,rslq + χB (7)

where χB =
√

PNgk,rη
N
t + ηB

r + nB
r and follows

CN (0, κ2
NBPN|gk,r|2 + N0).

At B, the signals of the users can be detected by using SIC
or joint ML detector. Because the joint ML detector achieves
optimal performance in terms of BER for uplink systems
compared to the SIC technique [20], B jointly estimates the
MAP index k̂ and the signal ŝlq with the joint ML rule,
which is expressed as

[k̂, ŝlq] = arg min
k,l,q

Nr∑
r=1

|yNB
r −

√
PNĝk,rslq|2. (8)

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
system in terms of BER. We first investigate the near user’s
BER performance and then consider the BER for the far user.

A. BER for the Near User

The average BER for N can be evaluated by using the union
bound method [21] as follows

Pe,N ≤ 1
NN

rfMFMN

∑
k,slq

∑
k̂,ŝlq

P ([k, slq] → [k̂, ŝlq])
ξkq,k̂q̂

SN

(9)

where P ([k, slq] → [k̂, ŝlq]) is the PEP at B and stands for the
erroneously detecting the superposition signal as ŝlq and MAP
index as k̂ when the signal slq transmitted from the kth MAP.
ξkq,k̂q̂ denotes the number of bits in error between transmitted
and received information of N.

We first derive the conditional PEP from (8) as

P ([k, slq] → [k̂, ŝlq]|Ĝ)

= Q

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

√√√√√√ PN

Nr∑
r=1

|ĝk,rslq − ĝk̂,rŝlq|2

2
(
N0 + PNσ2

e,g|slq|2 + PNκNB|gk,r|2
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

≡ Q(
√

γN) (10)

where Ĝ is the estimated channel matrix, and

γN =
PN

Nr�

r=1
|ĝk,rslq−ĝk̂,r ŝlq|2

2(N0+PNσ2
e,g |slq|2+PNκNBσ2

g) is the equivalent expression

obtained by replacing |gk,r|2 by σ2
g , in the same manner as

those in [14], [16].
For flat Rayleigh fading channels, γN follows Γ(Nr, γ̄N)

where γ̄N = PN(σ2
g+σ2

e,g)υ

2(N0+PNσ2
e,g |slq|2+PNκNBσ2

g) . Here,

υ =

{
|slq − ŝlq|2 if k = k̂

|slq|2 + |ŝlq|2 if k �= k̂.
(11)

Using the MGF approach [21], the unconditional PEP can be
obtained as

P ([k, slq] → [k̂, ŝlq]) =
1
π

∫ π
2

0

MγN

(
1

2 sin2 θ

)
dθ (12)

where MγN (s) is given by MγN (s) = 1
(1+sγ̄N)Nr

[21].
Substituting this MGF into (12) and using [21, Eq.5A.4b],

the PEP can be computed as

P ([k, slq]→ [k̂, ŝlq])=μNr

Nr−1∑
j=0

(
Nr − 1 + j

j

)
(1 − μ)j

(13)

where μ = 1
2

(
1 −

√
γ̄N/2

1+γ̄N/2

)
. By substituting (13) into (9),

the BER for N can be obtained.

B. BER for Far User

The BER of F depends on two conditions considering the
signal of F is detected correctly or not in the first phase. Thus,
the BER for F can be divided into two parts as [10]

Pe,F ≈ (1 − Pe,F1)Pc,F2 + Pe,F1Pe,F2 (14)

where Pe,F1 is the BER for F at the first phase. Pc,F2 is the
BER for F under the condition that F’s signal is correctly
detected in the first phase. Pe,F2 is the BER for F when the
errors occur in the first phase.

Pe,F1 can be evaluated as [22]

Pe,F1 =
2

log2 MF
E

⎡
⎢⎣Q

⎛
⎜⎝

√√√√ 2PF|ĥi� |2 sin2
(

π
MF

)
N0+PFσ2

e,h+PFκFN|hi� |2

⎞
⎟⎠

⎤
⎥⎦

≡ 2
log2 MF

E

[
Q

(√
2γF sin

(
π

MF

))]
(15)

where γF = PF|ĥi� |2
N0+PFσ2

e,h+PFκFNσ2
h

is the equivalent expression

obtained by replacing |hi� |2 by σ2
h.

Because the MAP selection is applied at F, the PDF of γF

is given by

fγF(x) = NF
rf

1
γ̄F

e
− x

γ̄F (1 − e
− x

γ̄F )NF
rf

= NF
rf

1
γ̄F

e
− x

γ̄F

NF
rf−1∑

m=0

(
NF

rf − 1
m

)
(−1)me

− xm
γ̄F (16)

where γ̄F = PF(σ
2
h+σ2

e,h)

N0+PFσ2
e,h+PFκFNσ2

h
.

Using the MGF approach, (15) can be obtained as [22,
Eq.6.75]

Pe,F1 =
1
π

∫ (MF−1)π
MF

0

MγF

(
sin2(π/MF)

sin2 θ

)
dθ. (17)

Here, MγF(s) can be calculated by using [23, Eq.3.381.4] as

MγF(s) =
∫ ∞

0

e−sxfγF(x)dx

=
NF

rf∑
u=0

(
NF

rf − 1
u

)
(−1)u

NF
rf

sγ̄F + u + 1
. (18)
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In the case of correct detection of F’s information in the
first phase, Pc,F2 can be given as

Pc,F2 ≤ 1
NN

rfMFMN

∑
k,slq

∑
k̂,ŝlq

P ([k, slq] → [k̂, ŝlq])
ξl,l̂

SF
(19)

where ξl,l̂ is the number of bits in error between transmitted
and received information of F in the second phase, and
P ([k, slq] → [k̂, ŝlq]) can be calculated by using (13).

In the case of erroneous detection in the first phase, Pe,F2

can be approximated by Pe,F2 ≈ nF2
SF

, where nF2 is the
average bits of the erroneous detection of the MF-PSK signal
and given by [10]

nF2 =
1

MF − 1

SF∑
t=1

t

(SF

t

)
. (20)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the BER of the proposed system with hard-
ware impairments and imperfect CSI is evaluated via Monte
Carlo simulations, and the results are compared with the
analytical results. For comparison purposes, the performance
of ideal hardware and perfect CSI cases are also considered.
Moreover, the proposed system is compared with the systems
that SM-aided NOMA (SM-NOMA) [8], GSM-aided NOMA
(GSM-NOMA),2 and conventional NOMA (C-NOMA) [1] are
applied at N. Unless otherwise stated, we assume MF

rf =
log2 Nr, σ2

h = σ2
g = 1, σ2

e,h = σ2
e,g = σ2

e , κFN = κNB = κ,
and PF = PN = P = 1. The BER results are provided as a
function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is defined
as SNR = P/N0.

In Fig. 2, the BER performance of the proposed system
is given in the presence of ideal hardware (κ = 0) for
σ2

e ∈ {0, 0.005, 0.01}, Nr ∈ {2, 4}, MF = 2, MN
rf = 1,

and MN = 2. The power allocation coefficients are arbitrarily
chosen as αF = 0.8 and αN = 0.2. As seen from Fig. 2,
the BER performances of the users degrade with increasing
σ2

e , and the system exhibits an error floor behavior, especially
at high SNRs. Moreover, the error floor is shifted to lower
BER values with increasing Nr. For example, for σ2

e = 0.01,
the error floor for F is observed at a BER value of 3 × 10−4

and 2 × 10−7 approximately for Nr = 2 and 4, respectively.
In addition, the derived BER expressions from (9) and (14)
are well-matched with the simulation results.

Fig. 3 investigates the BER performance of the proposed
system with nonideal hardware and imperfect CSI, where
κ ∈ {0.07, 0.1, 0.15}, σ2

e = 0.005, and Nr = 4 for MF = 2,
MN

rf = 1, MN = 2, αF = 0.8, and αN = 0.2. Also, the BER
performance of the ideal case (κ = 0, σ2

e = 0) is given
for comparison purposes. As expected, the BER performance
worsens with increasing κ. For example, at a BER value of
10−4, approximately 1, 3, and 14 dB SNR loss is observed for
each user compared with the ideal case for κ = 0.07, 0.1, and
0.15, respectively. Again, theoretical and simulation results are
in agreement.

2GSM-NOMA is an advanced version of the scheme of [9] in which
information bits of N are also mapped to a PSK signal besides antenna indices.

Fig. 2. BER performance of the proposed system with κ = 0 and different
values of σ2

e ∈ {0,0.005,0.01} (a) BER curves for F (b) BER curves for N.

Fig. 3. BER performance of the proposed system with σ2
e = 0.005 and

different values of κ∈{0.07,0.1,0.15} (a) BER curves for F (b) BER curves
for N.

In Fig. 4, the BER performance of the proposed system is
compared with SM-NOMA, GSM-NOMA, and C-NOMA for
[SF,SN] ∈ {[2, 4], [3, 6]} under ideal hardware and perfect CSI
where Nr = 8. The power allocation coefficients are arbitrarily
chosen as αF ∈ {0.8, 0.9} and αN ∈ {0.2, 0.1}, respectively.
MF is set as MF ∈ {4, 8} for all systems. For the proposed
system, the parameters are set as [MN

rf , MN] ∈ {[3, 2], [5, 2]}.
The number of transmit antennas at N is chosen as 2, and
MN is set as MN ∈ {8, 32} for SM-NOMA. The number of
transmit antennas at N is chosen as 4, where 2 of them are
active in the transmission, and MN is set as MN ∈ {4, 16} for
GSM-NOMA. A single transmit antenna is considered at N,
and MN is set as MN ∈ {16, 64} for C-NOMA. As seen from
Fig. 4, at a BER value of 10−5, for F, the proposed system
provides the same performance with GSM-NOMA and 2 dB
SNR gain against SM-NOMA and C-NOMA for SF = 2. For
SF = 3, the proposed system provides 8 dB SNR gain for
F against SM-NOMA, GSM-NOMA, and C-NOMA. For N,
at a BER value of 10−5, the proposed system provides 1, 4,
and 10 dB SNR gains for SN = 4, and 9, 14, and 20 dB SNR
gains for SN = 6 compared to GSM-NOMA, SM-NOMA, and
C-NOMA, respectively. The use of a lower-order PSK constel-
lation has led to a superior performance for the proposed sys-
tem compared to SM-NOMA, GSM-NOMA, and C-NOMA.

Finally, Fig. 5 compares the proposed system with SM-
NOMA, GSM-NOMA, and C-NOMA under nonideal hard-
ware and imperfect CSI where κ = 0.07 and σ2

e = 0.005
for SF = 2 and SN = 4 with the same parameters as
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Fig. 4. BER performance comparison of the proposed system with SM-
NOMA, GSM-NOMA and C-NOMA for ideal case (κ = 0, σ2

e = 0) (a) BER
curves for F (b) BER curves for N.

Fig. 5. BER performance comparison of the proposed system with SM-
NOMA, GSM-NOMA, and C-NOMA for nonideal cases (κ = 0.07, σ2

e =
0.005) (a) BER curves for F (b) BER curves for N.

in Fig. 4. Also, the BER performance of the ideal case (κ =
0, σ2

e = 0) is given for comparison purposes. Because hard-
ware impairments mostly affect the PSK signal, SM-NOMA,
GSM-NOMA, and C-NOMA, which use higher-order PSK
constellation, are more affected than MBM. Fig. 5 confirms
that the proposed system is more robust to nonideal hardware
and imperfect CSI compared to SM-NOMA, GSM-NOMA,
and C-NOMA. In addition, the SNR gain of the proposed
system compared to these systems is higher than the ideal
case. At a BER value of 10−5, the proposed system provides
the same performance with GSM-NOMA for F with 3 dB SNR
gain against SM-NOMA and C-NOMA. For N, at a BER value
of 10−5, the proposed system provides 2 and 10 dB SNR gains
compared to GSM-NOMA and SM-NOMA, while C-NOMA
is in error floor at the BER value of 10−3.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a novel MBM-aided cooperative uplink NOMA
scheme is proposed. In this scheme, at the far user, the MAP
selection is applied, and the signal of the far user is transmitted
with conventional modulation. Information bits of the near
user is split into two parts: the first part is used for the
control of the ON/OFF status of the RF mirrors and the
remaining part is mapped to conventional modulation signal
and superposed with the decoded signal of the far user. The
BER expressions of the users are derived, in the presence of
nonideal hardware and imperfect CSI. It has been shown that

the proposed system outperforms SM-NOMA, GSM-NOMA,
and C-NOMA schemes and more robust to nonideal hardware
and imperfect CSI. Moreover, an extended version of the
proposed system considering the multi-antenna and general
multiuser case can be investigated as future work.
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